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1. Introdmtion 
Generally a topology is defined on any space by using some definition of “close- 
ness” of points to subsets of that space. In particular, if F denotes the set of ail 
functions on a topological space X to a topological space Y, several definitions of 
closeness are known. For example, if x E X, f, g E F and U is open in p/I we say that f, 
g are “U-close on x” iff {f(x), g(x)} c U. This idea is at the basis of the poinfwise 
convergence topology rP.=. on 4;: This is further extended to closeness on subsets of X, 
thus giving rise to set-open topologies - the most widely known bein,g the compact- 
open topology ~1. Any two functions belonging to a typical basis element of any 
set-open topology are close to each other with respect o finitely many sets in X but 
they may be quite far with respect to other sets. ‘SVe remedy this situation by requiring 
the functions to be close on every element of X, thus generalizing the topology 
of uniform convergence to situations when the range space is not necessarily 
uniform. 
Let (Y be any open cover of Y. We say that f, g E F are cu-close iff for each x E X, 
g(x) E :1. ‘(f(x)). If a is a family of open covers of Y, then the set of al:‘1 s:-close families 
of F for cu E 0, gives rise to a topology which we call O-&SC topology 7~. In this paper 
we study such topologies and also compare them with other function apace topolo- 
gies .
2, Notations and terminologies 
X and Y denote topological spaces with Y satisfying the &-separation axiom 
viz. x E y- iff y E x- for all x, y E Y. d2 denotes a family of open covers of Y such 
that {a*(p):a E J2) Is a nbhd. base at p for each p t: Y; this is pou;ible since Y 
is Ro. F denotes the set of all functions from X to Y and C, 0, K denote 
respectively subsets of F consisting of all continuous, closed, compsctness- 
preserving functions. 
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ForfeFandcu&wedefine 
W(f, LY) = {g E F: g(x) E a!*(/+)) for each x E X}, 
W(f, cu*) = {g E F: g(x) E a**(f(x)) for eaclh x E X}, 
Wlf, Q! **)={gEF:g(x)Eu ***[f(x)) for each x E X}. 
Topologies generated by { W(f, ar): f E F, Q! E In}, { W(f, (Y*) :f E F, ac E 01, 
{w(hCY**):fE,r;l a! E 0) are respectively called &close, &?*-close, a**-close 
topologies and denoted by rn, ~a*, sa+* respectively. 
The following result is obvious. 
3. Separdm Pmperties. 
In this section 0 denotes the family of all open covers of Y. 
Proof. First, let Y be Tl and :et f, g E I;‘; f # g. Then there exists a oiut p E X such 
that f(p) f g(p). Since Y is Tl, cy =: {Y -{f( p’l)-, Y -{g(p)}] Ss azj open cover for I 
anci obviously g6Z W(fi a!). 
Next,let(F,,7n)be~~.Letp,qEY;pfqandletxEX.~tf,gEFbesuckthat 
f=goriX-{x},!(x)= p and g(x) := q. Then p f g. Since (F, ~a) is Tn, there exists a 
nbb’ W(h, cu) for f and go! W(h, a)~ for some h E F and cy E .O. Then f(x) E &*(/z(x)) 
and g(x) ti B*&(X)) and ihence q = g(x) does not belong to the open set U E cy which 
contains p = f(x) and h(x). Hence Y is 2;. 
3.2. The space (E, +ra) is Tz iff Y is Tz. 
First, let Y be TJ and let f, g E F; f f g. Then tinem exists a point 
p) # g(p). Since Y is Tz, there exist open sets U, V in Y such that f(p) E LJ, 
g(p)e V and Un V=,K Then CY ={U> Y-{f(p)}}, &=(V, Y-2[g(p))} are open 
covers for Y. Clearly W(h a) and g, @) are disjoint open sets irr (.F, rfl) containing 
f aud g respectively. Hence (F, 
Next, let (I?? 712) be Tz. Let p9 q E Y; p Z q. Let fi g E F be the constaut f 
defiued by f(x) = p, g en f Z g Since ( 
disjoint nbhds n: (gi, pi) of f 
h,gjEF and ai, POE = 3.) 2, 3, . . , , n. 
cT,,i E ai and Vx,j E 
172 1 Ur,i and flT=, Vx,l are disjoint nbhds of p = f(i) and q = g(x) respe 
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some x f2 X For, if not, any function h E F such that 
will be CX~-C~OS~ to fi for i = 1,2,3, . . . , m and &o &close to gj for j = 1,2,3, . c . , nt 
so that 
( ii W(f;:, ai)) n (6 W&9 P,,) # 0. 
i-l j=l 
This is a contradiction to the fact that (F, ~0) is Tz. Hence Y is Tz. 
In view of Theorem 6.3 of [ll] and Theorem 4.6 of this paper, we have the 
following 
3.3. ThetBrem. If X is TI and Y is normal, then ((2, ?a) is regular. 
3.4. Theorem. If Y is a regular Tl-space, then (F, r& tnnd (FI r*s+) are Tzc 
Proof. Since Y is a regular TI-space, it is Tz. Hence, for h g E F, f f g, there exist 
p EX and open sets U, V in Y such that f(p) #g(p), f(p)~ U, g(p)E V and 
U n V = 0. Also, since Y is regular, there exSdt open sets P, Q; A, B in Y such 
that f(p)EQc-&Pck U and g(p)d3dkAck V. Let 62 = 
(Q, P-if’(p)), U- (3, Y-8 and p ={B, A -a-(dt,p)}, V-l?, Y-A}. Then 
a, p E C. Clearly, 
a*={Q,P,P-{f(p)),U-(fipj), U-0, Y-d, Y-PI, 
Q!** =(p, ui Y -{f(p% y-a, 
P*-{.B,A,A-{g(p)}, V-{g(p)}, V-l!?, Y--B, Y--J% 
P ** ={A, v, Y -{g(p)}, Y-B}. 
Then W(f, a*) o W(g, p*) = $3 and W(f, a**) n W’(g, p**) = $I. 
3.5. Corollary. If Y is a regular Tl-space, then (F, TO+) and (F, m-) are 
T~-spweJ. 
i = 1,2. 
. If ((F, TO*) or (F, in**) is a Ti-spQce, i = 1,2, then Y is Ed T&ace, 
et (F, 7ne) be Tt . Let p, q E Y; p # q. Let f, g E F be such that f(x ) = p, 
g(x) =q for some x EX. Then f f g. There exist h E F and CT* 
(h,cr*)andg& (h,ey*).Thatis,f(x)Ea”*(h(x))andgix)Lcr 
Y is Tl. 
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Let(F,r&beT’z.Letp,qf Y;p#q.Letf,gEFbesuchthatf(x)=p,g(x)=qfor 
so.me XEX Then f#g. There exist fi, g+F and a?, @En*, i= 1, 2, 3,. . . , m; 
1 ’ = 5,2,3,. . . , yt such that 
f$i W(fi,& g E tt W(gj9 0;) 
i=l j-1 
and 
fi W(fi, i&n fi W(gj,~T)zPI. 
i=l j=l 
That is, 
f(X)E ii cc* (f;:(x)), g(X) E ii PT* kj(X)) 
i = 1 j=l 
and 
6 iXi*(fi(X))n f) @T*(gj(X))=fl* i G 1 j-1 
IIence Y is T2. 
The proof is similar when we consider the space (F, Q+c)_ 
4. Csmparison with other topolagies 
4.1. Theorem. If Y is Tl and i2 contains complements of singletons, then a~,.=. c 70. 
Proof. A subbasis for r,,,, consists of the set ((x, U)}, where (x, U) = 
d[f EF:f(x)E U},, x E X, U is an open subset of Y. Since Y is Tl, cy = {I/, Y - {f (::)}) is 
an open cover for Y and obviously W(f, a) c (x, U) if f~ (x, U). Hence (x, kr:( is 
open in ~a and so T~.~. c 7ae 
The following example shows that the above inclusion is strict. 
le. Let X be the set of all real numbers in the open unit interval (0,l) 
with the usual topology and let Y be the finite Tr-space (~1, p2, ps, . . . , pn}* Consider 
the constant functions fi :X + Y defined by fi(x) = pi for all or E X, i = 1,2,3, . l . , n. 
Let QC be the open covering {{ pl}, { pz}, . . . , {p,))of Y.Then W(fi,ar)=f;:fori=l,2, 
3 , . . , , n and these are not open in (F, +.). 
. (1) It can be similarly pr ed that if X is Tl, then rP.=. c 7n on Q. 
(2) Theorem 4.1 is a special case of eorem 5 of (13). 
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. If Y is regular and ~2 consists of all open covers, then T~.~:. c ?a**. 
roof. A subbasis for Q.~. consists of the set {(x, U) : x E X, U is an open subset of 
Y}, where (x, U) = {f E F : f (x) E U}. Since Y is regular, there exist open sets V, W, P 
in Y such that f(x)EP and Pck W&k VC: &=V. Let CY={W~ V--p, 
U- w, Y- v}. Then cy* =(W, V-p, Y-w, Y-v) and a**=,$V, U, Y-p, 
Y - IV}. Clearly, W(f, a**) c (A, U). Hence 7p.C. c TO**. 
4.5. i=orollary. If Y is regular, rP.C. c TO** c ~fl* c TV. 
8.6, Theorem. If Y is T2 and fl consists of a/l open covers”, then Tk c Ta on K. 
Proof. A subbasis for Tk consists of the sets of the form (A, U) = {f E K : f (A) c W}, 
A is a compact subset of X, U is an open subset of Y. If f E (A, U) and Y is ‘I;, 
f(A) is compact and hence closed. Then for Q = {U, Y - f(A)), g E W( f, a! ) implies 
that g E (A, u). Therefore w( f, cu) c (A, u) and so ?rk. c ~0. 
The above inclusion is strict. For, it is easy to see that in the Example 4.2, Y is also 
T2 and WY;, CU) = (fi}, i = 1,2, . . . , a are not open in l(K, Tk). 
4.7. Remark, (1) It can be easily proved that if X is ?$, then Tk c ~a on (2. 
(2) Theorem 4.6 is in some sense more general than Theorem 6 of [U]. 
4.8. Corollary. If Y is T2, then T~.~.+ cTksTa on K; if X is Tz9 the same is trLde on Q. 
4.9. Theorem. If L! consists of all open covers, then the closed-open topology rl c TQ on 
Proof. A subbasis for rl (Poppe [12]) 
(A, U) = {f E Q : f(A) c U}, A is a closed 
of Y. Now pi ={U, Y-f(A)} is an open 
for f E Q. Thea gin W(f, cu) implies that 
and hence rl c: q-~. 
consists of the sets of the form 
subset of X, U is an open subset 
cover for PI’, since f(A) is closed 
g E (A, U). Thus, W(f, c+= (A, U) 
The above Theo rem and Theorem 5.4 of [ 1 I] together imply the following. 
. Corollary. Any u-topology is properly contained in ~~2 on 0,) 
A a-topology fArens and Dugundji [1]) is generated by the subbasis ((A 
where A is a closed subset contained in some member of an open cover ti- of 
fact, on Q, VWtopk)logy 5 & c Tn. 
In view of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 of [ 111 we have 
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Theorem 5.3 of [l 1] and Theorem 4.9 together yield 
4.12. Corollary. If X is T2, then rP.=. 4 ?k 5 rl c TO on Q. 
If Y is G uniform space and 0 consists of all uniform covers of Y, then ra is precisely 
the topology of uniform convergence. 
4.13. Theorem, If Y is a uniform space and In includes all uniform cwers, then 
T&C. = ?n* 
roof. Let (Y, U) be a uniform space. (We will suppose U to be a symmetric base.) 
Consider U* = {(f, g) : (f(x), g(x)) E u, KEX}, where UE U. Let V: Vc U and 
~~={V(y):y~Y}~92.Ifg~W(f,cw),‘theng(x),f(x)~v(y)forsomey~Ysothat 
(f(x), g(x))E U. That is, gE U*(f). Thus, W(f,a)c U*(f). 
4.14. Example. Even for C, the inclusion “a,.,. c ~0” may be strict. Let X = Y = 
(0,l)andg:X + Y be defined by g(x) = x/2. Let 0 be the set of all open covers of Y. 
Then 
1 1 
cy= - - :nEN-(1) 
n+l’n--1 ) 
EL!. 
Consider W(g, a). If E, 0~ E c 1, is arbitrary, we define f(x) =x/2 + ~12. Then 
f E U*(g), where U = {(x, y) : Ix - y I< E}. But f& W(g, a) since when l/n c g/2 and 
n >2, f(2/n) = l/n -t&/2 >2/n > l/n - 1. Thus L/*(g)$ W(g, ar), for any U E U 
where U is the metric uniformity. 
.‘M. If U is a Lebesgue uniformity (K. Iseki : On the Lebesgue property in Uniform 
spaces, Publ. Math. Debrecen 4 (1956) 239-249), i.e., every cover has a uniform 
refinement, hen for every J2, TO = r,,,. . In particular, this is true when Y is compact. 
(Kelley [9, pa 1991). 
For arbitra,y 0, ?n c r3 on C. 
roof= Letf,gEC,CYf~a:ndf~W(g,a).ThenforeachxEX,f(x),g(x)EUfor 
some I/’ E cy so tirat G(f) and G(g) are subsets of 
v= IJ (f-'(u)ng-'(U)x U}. 
UEtX 
It is easy to show that 
c,={hEC:C(h)c V)c 
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. If X is compact, TV.=. r2 = 7-o for arbihxy $2. 
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This paper has a nonempty intersection with the author’s Doctoral Thesis written 
under the supervision of P rofessor D. E. Sanderson of Iowa State University. Thanks 
are also due to Dr. S. A. Naimpally and to the Referee for several improvements. 
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